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Abstract
We present an efficient algorithm for worst-case and statistical kinematic tolerance
analysis of mechanisms with parametric part tolerances. The algorithm derives the
kinematic variation directly from the part geometry, the part degrees of freedom, and
the aUowable parameter variations. It ncst derives a geometric repres<lntation of the
kinematic variation as parametric surfaces in the mechanism configuration space. It
then performs sensitivity analysis on the surfaces and combines the results. In addition
to traditional quantitative variations, the results reveal qualitative variations, such as
play, under-cutting, interference, and jamming. Our implementation handles planar
mechanisms wiLh one degree of freedom per part, includlng ones with higher pairs
and multiple contacts. It is fast enough to be practical for full parametric models
of complex mechanisms and for parametric representations of geometric tolerances,
such as offsets, which typically require many parameters. The algorithm extends to
linkage mechanisms when coupled with linkage analysis software. We demonstrate the
implementation on a 26 parameter model of a Geneva pair and on an 82 parameter
model of a camera shutter mechanism.
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Introduction

We present an efficient algorithm for worst-case and statistical kinematic Lolerance analysis of planar mechanisms with parametric part tolerances. Kinematic tolerance analysis
studies the variation in the kinematic function of mechanisms resulting from manufacturing
variaLion in the shapes and configurations of their parts. The results help designers reduce
manufacturing cost while guaranteeing correct function. The analysis consists of parametric
kinematic analysis and sensitivity analysis steps. The kinematic analysis derives the functional relationship between the tolerance parameters and the mechanism kinematic function
from the shapes, configurations, and interactions of the parts. The sensitivity analysis determines the variation of this function over the allowable parameter values. Worst-case analysis
derives guaranteed upper and lower bounds on the variation, while statistical analysis deri ves
probabilistic bounds.
Parametric kinematic analysis is the limiting factor in kinematic tolerance analysis. The
analyst has to formulate and solve large systems of algebraic equations to obtain the relationship between the tolerance parameters and the kinematic function. The analysis grows
much harder when we consider multiple-contact mechanisms in which different parts or part
features interact at different stages of the work cycle. Multiple contacts occur in the nominal
function of higher pairs, such as gears, cams, clutches, and ratchets. Part variations produce
multiple contacts in mechanisms whose nominal design involves only permanent contacts.
The kinematic analysis has to determine which contacts occur at each stage of the work cycle,
to derive the resulting kinematic functions, and to identify qualitative kinematic variations
due to contact changes, such as play, under-cutting, interference, and jamming.
Sensitivity analysis is relatively well understood. The principal analysis tools are lincari:r.ation, statistics, and Monte Carlo simulation (4].
We have developed a parametric kinematic analysis algorithm for planar mechanisms
with one degree of freedom per part, including ones with higher pairs and multiple contacts.
We couple the kinematic analysis with sensitivity analysis to obtain a program that derives
qualitative and quantitative effects of part variations on kinematic function. The program is
fast enough to be practical for complete functional models of complex mechanisms and for
parametric representations of geometric tolerances, such as offsets, which typically require
many parameters. Our algorithm extends to linkage mechanisms. When coupled with linkage
analysis software [8], it can account for most engineering applications.
The research reported here is a major extension of earlier research [10] in which we developed the configuration space representation for kinematic variation, implemented a preliminary worst-case kinematic tolerance analysis algorithm for planar pairs with two degrees
of freedom, and tested it on models with a few tolerance parameters. We use the configuration space representation in both papers. We have developed a new pairwise algorithm that
is much faster than the previous algorithm. We have extended our analysis to worst-case
and statistical variation of multi-pair mechanisms. We have tested the algorithms on full
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functional models.
The rest of the paper is organized as foHows. In the next section, we review our configuration space method of nominal kinematic analysis. We explain and illustrate the concepts
relevant to this paper, showing what we compute but not how we compute it. The reader
who wishes to know the full details or to reproduce our results should refer to the cited
references. In the next three sections, we develop algorithms for computing the worst-case
kinematic variation in higher pairs, multi-pair mechanisms, and linkages. In the following
section, we extend the algorithms to statistical analysis. We then present a comprehensive
kinematic tolerance analysis method based on these algorithms. In the next section, we
demonstrate the method on a 26 parameter model of a Geneva pair and on an 82 parameter
model of a camera shutter mechanism. We conclude with directions for future work.

2

Configuration space

We study kinematic tolerances within our configuration space representation of kinematic.s
[9,13]. The configuration space of a mechanism is the space of configurations (positions and
orientations) of its parts. The dimension of the configuration space equals the number of
degrees of freedom of the parts. For example, a gear pair has a two-dimensional configuration
space because each gear has one rotational degree of freedom. Configuration space partitions
into free space where parts do not touch and into blocked space where some parts overlap.
The common boundary, called contact space, contains the configurations where some parts
touch without overlap and the rest do not touch. Only free space and contact space are
physically realizable. Free space represents the realizable motions of the parts and contact
space represents the couplings between their motions induced by contacts.
We illustrate these concepts on the nominal model of a Geneva pair (Figure 1). The
driver consists of a driving pin and a locking arc segment mounted on a cylindrical base (not
shown). The wheel consists of four locking arc segments and four slots. The driver rotates
around axis Od and the wheel rotates around axis Ow' Each rotation of the driver causes
a nonuniform, intermittent rotation of the wheel with four drive periods where the driver
pin engages the wheel slots and with four dwell periods where the driver locking segment
engages the wheel locking segments.
The configuration space of the Geneva pair is two-dimensional with coordinates the orientations () and w of the driver and the wheel. The shaded region is the blocked space where
the driver and the wheel overlap. The white region is the frce space. It forms a single channel
that wraps around the horizontal and vertical boundaries, since the configurations at ±n
coincide. The width of the channel measures the potential backlash of the pair. The curves
that bound the free and blocked regions, called contact curves, form the contact space. The
functional forms of the contact curves encode the contact relations between the wheel and
the driver. The horizontal segments represent contacts between the locking arc segments,
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wheel

driver

Figure 1: Geneva pair and its configuration space. The pair is displayed in configuration
() = 0, w = 0, marked by the dot at the configuration space origin.
which hold the wheel stationary. The diagonal segments represent contacts between the pin
and the slots, which rotate the wheel. The ranges of the contact curves express the contact
conditions; contact changes occur at curve endpoints.
The configuration space encodes the space of kinematic functions under all external forces.
It represents the motion constraints induced by part contacts and the configurations where
contacts change. The kinematic functions under specific forces are paths in configuration
space that conslst of contact and free segments separated by contact change configurations.
For example, clockwise rotation of the driver produces a path that follows the contact curves
on the bottom of the free space from right to left. The kinematic function consists of
horizontal segments alternating with diagonal segments. The pin makes contact with the
slot at the start of the diagonal segments and breaks contact at the end.
We have developed an efficient configuration space computation program, called HIPAIR,
for planar mechanisms composed of linkages and of higher pairs with two degrees of freedom,
such as gears and cams. HIPAIR covers 80% of higher pairs and most mechanisms based on
a survey of 2500 mechanisms in Artobolevsky's [1J encyclopedia of mechanisms and on an
informal survey of modern mechanisms, such as VCR's and photocopiers. Other research~rs
have developed algorithms for some higher pairs that HIPAIR does not cover, including a
planar polygon with three degrees of freedom moving amidst polygonal obstacles [2, 3] and
a polyhedron with six degrees of freedom moving amidst polyhedral obstacles [5, 11].
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Figure 2: Detail of the contact zone of the Geneva pair in the region where the driver locking

segment disengages from the wheel locking segment and the driver pin engages the slot of
the wheel. The center curves arc the nominal contact space. The upper and lower curves
bound the contact zone.
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Kinematic variation in pairs

We model kinematic variation by generalizing the configuration space representation to 1.01eranced parts. We begin with the worst-case analysis of a planar pair with two degrees of
freedom. The contact curves of the pair are parameterized by the tolerance parameters. As
the parameters vary around their nominal values, t.he contact curves vary in a band around
the nominal conLact space, which we call the contact zone [10]. For example, Figure 2 shows
two contact zones for the Geneva pair with the parameterization shown in Figure 5. The
contact zone defines the kinematic variation in each contact configuration: every pair Lhat
satisfies the part tolerances generates a contact space that lies in the contact zone. Kinematic
variations do not occur in free configurations because the parts do not interact.
Each contact curve generates a region in the contact zone that represents the kinematic
variation in the corresponding part contact. The region boundaries encode the worst-case
kinematic variation over the allowable parameter variations. They are smooth functions
of the tolerance parameters and of the mechanism configuration in each region. They are
typically discontinuous at region boundaries because the contact curves depend on different
parameters and are unrelated, as on the boundary between regions a and b in Figure 2.
The variation at transition points is the maximum over the neighboring region endpoints.
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The contact zone also captures qualitative changes in kinematics, such as jamming, undercutting, and interference. For example, the Geneva pair can jam when the contact zones of
the upper and lower channels overlap, meaning that the channel closes for some allowable
parts. The figure shows that this occurs when the variation equals 0.04 mm per parameter.
We compute the contact zone from the parametric model of the pair. The inputs are the
part models, the nominal values and allowable ranges of the parameters, and an error bound.
We denote the vector of parameters by p, its nominal value by p, its lower bound by I, and its
upper bound by u. The outputs are closed-form expressions for the contact zone boundary.
We require, as do other sensitivity analysis methods, that the part shapes and configurations
depend smoothly on the parameters. Examples of non-smooth dependencies are parameters
with integer values, such as a gear with n teeth, and models with singularities, such as a
circular arc with radius r = O.
We use HIPAIR to compute the nominal contact space from the nominal part shapes and
degrees of freedom. The output is a collection of contact curves of the form y = /(x) for
x in an interval [a, b]. HIPAIR derives the curves from a table with entries for all pairwise
combinations of feat.ures (points, line segments, and arcs) and degrees of freedom (translation
along a planar axis or rotation around an orthogonal axis). The table entries are closed-form
expressions parameterized by the shapes and configurations of the features. For example, the
rotating line/translating arc entry is parameterized by the arc center, arc radius, line slope,
and so on. HIPAIR substitutes the nominal parameter values to obtain the closed-form
expressions that define the nominal contact curves. It substitutes the symbolic parameters
to obtain a closed-form expression y = J(x,p) for the contact curve variation. The details
appear in our configuration space paper [13].
We compute closed-form expressions for the upper and lower boundaries of the contact
zone around each nominal contact curve. We use these expressions to plot the contact zone
and to compute the variation at nominal configurations. We make the standard tolerancing
approximation that the kinematic variation is linear in the parameter variations. We spIlt the
nominal contact curve at the critical points where a/lap; = 0 for Pi in p. We approximate
the partials with central differences and find the critical points by bisection search. The
resulting curve segments are monotonic in every parameter for sufficiently small variations.
The upper contact zone boundary is

0)/+

=2:: apt
af Wiwithwi= {
i

Uj -

Pi ;faf/api>

-·
P, -I·,

otherwise.

0

(1 )

Switching Ui and Ii yields the lower boundary. We compute the constants Wi from the
parameter input and evaluate the partials of J(x, p) numerically.
The algorithm covers the same class of pairs as does our previous parametric algorithm
[10], but. much more efficiently. The running time is proportional to the number of parameters
times the number of monotonic contact curve segments, which is independent of the accuracy
and in practice equals the number of contacts. The previous algorithm computes the signs of
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the partials f / 8Pi at closely spaced points on the contact curve and derives corresponding
points on the contact zone. The running time is proportional to the number parameters
times the number of of sample points, thousands of which are needed to achieve accuracies
of three or four significant digits.
The algorithm also covers the fixed-width offsets that we previously analyzed with a
separate algoriLhm. The previous algorithm computed Lhe contact spaces of the minimal
and maximal material parts and constructed the contact zone [rom the contact spaces by
computational geometry. vVe obtain the same results from the new algorithm after converting
the offsets to parametric tolerances. For example, offsetting a circle of radius r produces
a circle with the same center and radius 7' + p with p a tolerance parameter. The partials
allap are all positive, which implies that the new algorithm splits no contact curves and
Lhat the minimal and maximal pairs define the contact zone boundary.

4

Kinematic variation in mechanisms

The contact zone model of worst-case kinematic variation generalizes from pairs to multipair mechanisms. The mechanism contact space is a semi-algebraic set in configuration
space: a colledion of points, curves, surfaces, and higher dimensional components. Each
set of simultaneous part contacts gives rise to one or more components. As the mechanism
tolerance parameters vary around their nominal values, the components vary in a band
around the nominal contact space, which we call the contact zone. The conLact zone defines
the kinematic variation in each contact configuration: every mechanism that satisfies the
part tolerances generaLes a contact space that lies in the contact zone.
We can compute mechanism contact zones by general algebraic methods, but these are
impractical for all but the simplest inputs. We can compute approximate contact zones by
generalizing our approximate configuration space computation algorithm [9]. Although Lhe
original algorithm is efficient, the accuracy requirements of tolerancing make the generali:;r,ation impractical.
We avoid these problems by restricting kinematic tolerance analysis to a single set of
external forces and initial conditions, which define a single mechanism operating mode. We
can perform the analysis for any number of modes, but cannot analyze the sensitivity to the
continuously infinite space of all possible modes. This analysis is appropriate for most mechanisms, since designers are usually interested in quantifying deviations in a few operating
modes. The forces and initial conditions define a path in the nominal configuration space
of the mechanism that represents the operating mode. We compute the path by kinematic
simulation [12], by dynamical simulation, or by physical measurement. We compute only
the portion of the contact zone that surrounds the path. The result is a sensitivity analysis
along the path with discontinuities at contact change configurations. The computation is
simple and fast because the variation occurs on a one-dimensional set instead of on the entire
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Input: nominal motion path, pairwise contact zones, parameter variations.
FOT

each configuration in the nominal motion path, do:

1. Update contact graph
2. Compute connected components
3. Compute variation for each component
Output: kinematic variation along motion path.
Figure 3: Mechanism kinematic variat.ion algorithm.
nominal contact space.
Figure 3 shows the algorithm [or computing the kinematic variation of a mechanism in a
given operating mode. The inputs are the nominal motion path, the pairwise contact zones
of the interacting parts, and the parameter variations. The actual motion path, which is
a continuous curve in the mechanism configuration space, is appmximated by a sequence
of configuration space points. The pairwise contact zones are computed as described in
the previous section. The output is the kinematic variation of each configuration space
coordinate at each path point.
The algorithm maintains a contact graph that represents the current part contacts and the
associated contact constraints. The nodes represent parts and the edges represent contacts.
The edges contain the parameterized expressions for the contact curves of the incident parts.
The connected components of the graph represent the sets of interacting parts. Figure 4
shows a sample graph with two connected components.
The contact graph is acyclic for every mechanism with one degree of freedom per part. If
the graph contains a cycle, the coordinates in the cycle have a finite number of legal values
because they satisfy n equations in n unknowns. Each coordinate determines the configuration of its part, so the corresponding parts have a finite number of legal configurations.
This implies that the parts cannot move, since motion implies an infinite number of solutions along the motion path. This argument fails if the contact constraints are algebraically
dependent, as in redundant manipulators. 'rVe do not handle this case.
The algorithm computes the kinematic variation at each configuration of the nominal
path in turn. It uses HIPAIR to find the interacting pairs and their contact curves from the
contact zones then updates the contact graph. It computes the connected components by
graph traversal. It independently computes the kinematic variation for each component.
We exploit the acyclic nature of the contact graph to simplify the computation. Each
connected component is a tree, so the value of one reference coordinate determines the other
coordinates. We evaluate them by traversing the components starting from the reference
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d=w(d,p)

b=u(a,p)

c=v(b,p)

~=q(e,p)
o

Figure '.1: Sample contact graph with two connected components.
coordinate. In our example, the first traversal starts at reference coordinate a, compuLes
b = u(a,p) from a and the a/b contact space, computesc = v(b,p) from b and the b/ccontaet
space, and computes d = w(a, p) from the aid contact space. The second traversal computes
f from e. We extend the graph traversal to compute the derivatives of the coordinates with
respect to the parameters by the chain rule

ay

oj ox oj
ap ox ap ap'

-~--+-

(2)

The derivative ~; for a reference variable x is user-specified, typically as zero. The derivative
of node y is derived from its parent x by the chain rule with ~: already computed and ~
and ~ computed from the x/y contact space.
vVe compute the kinematic variation of each graph component with respect to a userspecified reference coordinate. We pick a convenient reference coordinate based on the
application. For example, the driver orientation is appropriate for the Geneva pair. We
express the other coordinates as functions of the reference coordinates and the tolerance
parameters. We compute the variations from these functions by Equation (1), evaluating
the functions and the derivatives by graph traversal.
Although the algorithm handles algebraically independent tolerance parameters, the extension to dependent parameters is straightforward. We express the dependencies as k algebraic equations g(p) = 0 in the n tolerance parameters. We assume that the Jacobian Dy
has rank k at p, meaning that the equations are independent at the nominal parameter values. By the implicit function theorem, there exists a neighborhood of p where k parameters
are independent and the remainder are functions of them. We can compute an independent
set and linear approximations of the functions from Dy. The input bounds on the dependent
parameters imply bounds on the independent parameters, which we can intersect with their
input bounds.
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Linkages

The contact zone model applies to linkages: mechanisms whose parts interact through permanent joints. We need not restrict the part geometry, degrees of freedom, or joint types.
The permanent contact restriction allows us to formulate a fixed set of algebraically independent kinematic equations g(x, p) =
with x the configuration space coordinates and p
the tolerance parameters. The solution set of g(x, p) = 0 is the nominal contact space. The
free space is empty because of the permanent contacts. As the parameters vary around their

a

nominal values, the contact space fills out the contact zone.
We compute the kinematic variation with respect to a set of reference coordinates. 1\
linkage with m equations in n coordinates requires n - m reference coordinates. In most
cases, m equals n -1, so there is just one reference coordinate. As the reference coordinates
evolve, the mechanism configuration traces out a path in the nominal contact space. There
are several met.hods for formulating the nominal equations and for numerically solving them
to obtain the configuration space path [8], although guaranteeing algebraic independence is
occasionally problematic. We compute the kinematic variation of each coordinate x with
respect. to each parameter P by the implicit function theorem

ax
ap

agjap
agjax

(3)

and combine the results to obtain the overall variation

ax
Li aPi

8x =
with
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Wi a.c;

(4)

W;

in Equation (1).

Statistical analysis

The worst-case kinematic tolerance analysis of a mechanism sets the stage for statistical
analysis. The inputs are the pairwise contact zones, the nominal motion path, and the joint
distribution of the tolerance parameters. The outputs are the distributions of the kinematic
variation in the contact zones and along the motion path. The central task is to compute
the distribution of a kinematic function y = f(x, p) from the joint distribution p of the
tolerance parameters at a given x value. In pairwise analysis, we compute a distribution for
each contact zone region, while in mechanism analysis we compute a distribution for each
motion path segment. We linearize the kinematic function around the nominal parameter
values

y = !(x,p) + L aa! (x,p)(p; Pi

i
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p;).

(5)

We ignore nonlinear kinematic variations, as is standard in the field, because the contact
curves are smooth and the parameter variation is small.
The linearization specifies the kinematic variation as a linear combination of given distributions
n

oy

= ~aiOPi

(6)

;=1

with oy = y - !(x,p), ai
distributions. Its mean is

'*f(x,p) constant (at each x), and op;

Pi -

Pi

the gl ven

n

p= ~aiPi

(7)

i=l

with Ili the mean of 0Pi. Its variance is
n

n

n

a 2 = La~a;+ LLa;ajcov(oPi,OPj)
;=1

(8)

i=] j=l

with a standard deviation and cov covariance. The covariance terms drop out when the api
are independent, as is the case for independent part tolerances. We limit our analysis to these
statistics because they arc the most important for tolerancing and the easiest to compute.
We can compute higher moments and even the form of the distribution in important special
cases, for example for combinations of independent normal distributions [6].
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Kinematic tolerance analysis algorithm

We have developed a systematic, comprehensive method of kinematic tolerance analysis
based on our kinematic variation algorithms. The inputs are a parametric model of the
mechanism, worst-case and statistical parameter variations, and nominal motion paths. The
results are the pairwise contact zones, the mechanism kinematic variation along the path,
and derived quantities, such as relative parameter sensitivity. The analysis is practical for
complex models with many parts and parameters because the computation time is proportional to the product of the number of interacting pairs and the number of parameters per
pall', both of which tend to be linear in the size of the model.
We first analyze the interacting pairs of the mechanism. The pairwise analysis provides
valuable information because the pairwise kinematics govern the mechanism kinematics. We
infer qualitative variations in the function of a pair, such as jamming and under-cutting, from
the geometry of its contact zone. We compute the quantitative variation of the kinematic
function from the contact zone boundary, including the relative sensitivity of the parameters,
the maximal variation, the mean variation, and its standard deviation. We typica11y find
that a few key parameters are responsible for almost a11 the variation, allowing us to ignore
the other parameters in subsequent tolerance analysis and design refinement.
11

We then analyze the variability in mechanism function for the operating modes of interest. We compute the quantitative kinematic variation from the pairwise variations with the
algorithm described above. This analysis reveals global failure modes due to interactions
among the pairwise variations, such as misalignment, misfit, and synchronization errors. We
identify the parameters that most affect the mechanism function in each mode. These parameters may be different from the most sensitive parameters in the pairwise contact zones
because of tolerance stack-up.
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Results

We have implemented the kinematic tolerance analysis algorithm for planar pairs and mechanisms with one degree of freedom per part. We demonstrate the program on detailed
functional models of the Geneva pair and of a camera shutter mechanism. The examples
show that the program provides a comprehensive description of the kinematic variation and
helps identify and quantify subtle failurcs. These results subsume our previous analyses [10]
because the new part models are more detailed and more general than the old models. The
program is written in Allegro Common Lisp. All running times are on an SGI Indigo 2
workstation with 64-MB of main memory and a 250 Mhz processor. The configuration spaccs
and the contact zones are direct program output; the tabulated data is derived from that
output.

8.1

Geneva pair

Figure 5 shows a 26 parameter functional model of the Geneva pair. Figure 1 shows its
nominal configuration space. The contact space consists of 76 curves that represent the
possible contacts between the wheel and the driver. (The program exploits thc rotational
symmetry of the wheel, which implies that the the 76 curves consist of four shifted groups of
19 basic curves, to reduce computation time by a factor of four.) Figure 2 shows details of
the contact zones under parameter variations of 0.02 and 0.04 mm. The program computes
each contact zone to within 0.01% accuracy in 20 seconds.
The program approximates the maximum, mean, and standard deviation of the worstcase kinematic variation over the nominal contact space by linearly interpolating it to 0.01 %
accuracy and then computing the sample statistics over the interpolation points. The maximal variation is 0.09 mm [or parameter variations of 0.02 mm with fl = 0.005 mm and
f7 = 0.01 mm. Every parameter affects the kinematic function on some contact curve, but
only 12 parameters affect the function on any single curve. Table 1 lists the nominal values
and the relative sensitivities (average over the sample points of the ratio of the parameter
variation to the total variation) in the two regions shown in Figure 2, as computed [rom
the interpolation points. In region a where the driver pin touches the corner of the wheel
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part

parameter

driver

pin-radius
pin-center
outer-are-radius
outer-are-span
outer-are-offset
inner-are-radius
Inner-are-span
inner-are-offset
rotation-eenter-offset-x
rotation-eenter-offset-y
slot-axis-oTigin- x
slot-axis-origin-y
slot-axis- angular-offset
slot-extent
slot-length
sIot-medial-offset
slot-near-width
slot-far-width
are-origin-radius
are-origin-angular-offset
arc-radius
arc-angular-offset
arc-span
rotation-eenter-x
rotation-ecnter-y
rotation-angular-offset

wheel

nominal
value
4.5
56.5
46.0
49.416
-2.4 708
36.0
4.9416
-2.4708
80.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
60.0
4-.0
0.0
10.0
10.0
80.0
0.0
46.683
0.0
1.5708
0.0
0.0
0.0

% of sensitivity
region a region b
8
0
7
0
12
0
0
3
0
3
0
0
0
0
0
0
7
II
4
3
7
0
0
3
43
0
3
0
0
0
7
0
0
0
3
0
0
12
28
0
0
12
0
0
0
0
II
7
4
3
0
0

Table 1: Geneva pair nominal parameter values and relative sensitivities. Lengths are in
millimeters, angles in radians
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Figure 5: Parametric model of the Geneva pair.
slot, the two most important parameters are the wheel slot-axis-angular-offset and the driver
pin-radius. The former accounts for 10%-45% of the variation, while both account for 49%52% of the variation. In region b where the driver locking arc touches the wheel locking
arc, the two most important parameters are wheel arc-origin~angular-offset and arc-radius.
The former accounts for 25%-50% of the variation, while both account for 38%-59% of the
variation.
Statistical analysis shows that the average kinematic variation is much smaller than the
worst-case bounds. We first analyze uniform distributions over parameter ranges of ±0.02
mm around the nominal values. The means of the parameter variations are IIcro and the
standard deviations are 0.01 mm. The mean kinematic variation is zero by Equation (7).
The standard deviation is at most 2.7 x 10- 5 mm over the interpolation points on the contact
lIone by Equation (8). The kinematic variation is less than 0.003 mm with probability 99.97%
by Chebyshev's theorem, which is 3% of the maximum worst-case variation and 6% of the
mean worst-case variation.
The uniform distribution is unduly pessimistic when the part tolerances cluster around
the mean. The standard way to model this situation, called the 60" rule, is with normal
distributions centered at the nominal parameter values whose standard deviation equals 1/6
of the allowable parameter range, which guarantees that 99.97% of the parameter values lic
within the range. The mean kinematic variation is zero and the standard deviation is at
most 1.6 x 10- 5 mm. The kinematic variation is 9.3 x 10- 5 mm with probability 99.97% by
the 60" rule, using the fact that a linear combination of normal distributions is normal. This
is 3% of the variation in the uniform model and 0.1 % of the maximal worst-case variation.
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8.2

Camera shutter mechanism

We demonstrate kinematic tolerance analysis of multi-part mechanisms on a camera shutter
mechanism (Figure 6). The shutter mechanism consists of tcn parts that form tcn higher
pairs, none of which have standard kinematic or tolerance models. It alternately loads and
exposes the frames on a roll of film. In the loading mode, the user turns the film advance

wheel, which advances the film and rotates the driver. The driver then engages the shutLer
in the shutter lock. In the exposure mode, the user presses the release button, which rotates

the shutter lock, which releases the shutter. The shutter spring rotates the shutter, which
trips the curtain, which rotates away from the lens and exposes the film.
We perform kinematic tolerance analysis on the loading mode. We compute the contact
zones of the interacting pairs and perform kinematic tolerance analysis on the entire mechanism. The results show the interactions among the pairwise sensitivities due to the kinematic
coupling in the loading mode. A similar but simpler analysis, which we omit, applies to the
exposure mode.
The loading mode involves six parts with 82 functional parameters (Figure 7). The film
advance (7 parameters) consists of two planar pieces: a film spool and a circular ratchet. The
advance pawl (5 parameters) is planar and spring-loaded counterclockwise. The driver (23
parameters) consists of four planar pieces: a cam, a slotted wheel, a counter cam, and a film
wheel (not shown in the figure). The shutter (18 parameters) consists of two planar pieces,
a body and a pin, and is spring-loaded counterclockwise. The shutter lock (22 parameters)
is planar and is spring-loaded clockwise. The film counter (7 parameters) is planar.
We analyze the six higher pairs formed by these six parts. The shutter lock arm blocks the
counterclockwise rotation of the film advance when the shutter is loaded, preventing further
winding of the film (Figure 7). The tip of the pawl meshes with the film advance ratchet,
preventing it from rotating clockwise and unwinding the film. The driver cam interacts with
the shutter tip. The driver slotted wheel interacts with the shutter lock tip. The driver
counter cam rotates the film counter. The shutter pin interacts with the shutter lock slot.
We do not analyze the interactions between the film advance spool, the film, and the driver
film wheel because the film is flexible, hence outside the scope of kinematics.
Table 2 summarizes the analysis results for the six pairs under parameter variations of
0.1 mm, using the same sampling method as for the Geneva pair. The driver/shutter and
driver/shutter lock pairs exhibit kinematic variations on the order of the parameter variations, whereas the other pairs exhibit kinematic variations an order of magnitude smaller.
We examine the contact zones to understand the effect of the kinematic variation on the loading function. We find that the large variations of the driver/shutter pair do not endanger
the pairwise function of cocking the shutter, represented by the curved valley in the contact
space, although they affect the cocking angle, represented by the valley depth (Figure 8).
Likewise, the large kinematic variations of the driver/shutter lock pair do not endanger its
function.
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Figure 6: Camera shutter mechanism.

advance pawl

driver slotted
wheel

driver cam
../ - " counter
film advance
wheel

IJ-'.,,-V- " driver cam

shutter lock

shutter lock ann

Figure 7: Top views of the initial (left) and final (right) configurations of the camera loading
mechanism in loading mode. The film counter is omitted for simplicity.
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pair
film advance/shutter lock
film advance/pawl
shutter/shutter lock
driver/shutter
driver/shutter lock
driver/film counter

# of
contacts
3
7

15
6
9
20

# of
params
27
10
40
41
45
30

90%

mean

params
5
6
8
5
6
4

variation
.001
.002
.001
.016
.049
.001

standard
deviation
.005
.003
.02
.06
.7~

.001

CPU
time
2.9
1.9

2.9
3.2
1.9
4.5

Table 2: Kinematic tolerance analysis of loading pairs under parameter variations of 0.1
mm. The contact space is interpolated to 0.01 % accuracy. The 90% params column lists the
number of parameters whose combined variation exceeds 90% of the total variation at every
interpolation point. The mean and standard variation are over the interpolation points.

The contact zone of the film advance/shutter lock pair shows that small kinematic variations can affect function (Figure 9). The notched shape of the nominal contact space
indicates a ratchet function due to simultaneous contacts between the shutter lock arm and
two film advance teeth. This ratchet prevents the user from advancing the film beyond the
current frame. The contact zone shows that variations of 0.01 radians in the slant of the
ratchet teeth produce kinematic variations of 0.02 mm that destroy the ratcheL function.
The pair is much less sensitive to its other 26 parameters. The slant parameter accounts for
75% of the kinematic variation, whereas the second most important parameter accounts for
only 5% of the variation. The variations of the remaining pairs do not affed their functions.
We now discuss the mechanism kinematic variation during loading. We compute the
nominal motion path by kinematic simulation [13J. We specify the driver orientation as the
reference coordinate and assume that it has zero independent variation. The computation
time is 18 seconds, not measurable larger than the time to compute the pairwise contact
zones. The analysis shows that the mechanism function is sensitive to the angle between the
tip and the pin of the shutter. Variations of 0.02 radians can lead to a global failure mode
in which the drivcr cam does not push the shuttcr tip far enough for the shutter pin Lo clear
the slot in the shutter lock. Interactions among the pairwise variations cause the mechanism
to fail even though every pair works correctly. The analysis also shows the sensitivity of the
film advance/shutter lock ratchet function that we saw in the pairwise analysis.
As in the Geneva pair 1 statistical analysis shows that the average kinematic variation
during loading is smaller than the worst-case bounds. We model the parameters with normal
distributions that satisfy the 60- rule over ranges of ±0.1 mm around the nominal values.
The mean error of the shutter is zero and the standard deviation is at most 0.02 mm over the
motion path. The kinematic variation is less than 0.1 mm with 99.97% probability, which is
half the worst-case variation. The standard deviation of the shutter lock is 0.04 mm and the
kinematic variation is less than 0.2 mm with 99.97% probability, which is half the worst-case
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Figure 8: Driver/shutter pair and a detail of its contact zone.
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Figure 9: Film advance/shutter lock m a locked configuration and detail of their contact
zone.
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variation.
The shutter loading example illustrates the power of our parametric kinematic tolerance
analysis algorithm. It performs in half a minute computations that would take many hours
by traditional methods. The analyst would have to derive every contact function for every
pair , find the contact changes, perform sensitivity analysis, and combine the results. Most of
the work would be irrelevant because in each pair about 80% of the parameters cause little
or no kinematic variation. Catching global failure modes by hand is especially difficult given
t.he large number of pairwise interactions. For example, we suspected the global loadillg
failure based Oll a partial pairwise analysis [10], but could not. prove it until we developed
the mechanism analysis algorithm.

9

Conclusion

We have presented an algorithm for comprehensive kinematic tolerance analysis of planar
mechanisms with parametric part tolerances. Given a parametric model of the part geometry, the part degrees of freedom, and the allowable parameter variations, the algorithm
constructs parametric kinematic models for t.he contacts, computes the configurat.ions in
which each contact occurs, and derives the kinematic variation as a function of t.he parameters. The results reveal qualitative variations, such as under-cutting, interference, and
jamming. Given distributions for the parameters, the algorithm computes the distribution
of kinematic variation over each operating mode. We have demonstrated an implementation
that analyzes an 82 parameter, six part mechanism in 18 seconds.
The limiting factor in the mechanisms we can analyze is our ability to compute nominal
contact spaces and parametric contact surfaces. Introducing solid part geometry complicates the contact functions, but does not change the configuration space dimension. We
need to derive parametric contact functions for each type of contact, such as rotating surface/translating edge , which is more difficult than the planar derivation, but doable. Adding
degrees of freedom increases the dimension of the configuration space, which makes it much
harder to compute t.he nominal contact space topology.
We believe that the best approach to part.s with multiple degrees of freedom is to exploit
domain constraints to simplify the computation. For example, we can model small motions
due to part tolerances as kinematic variations. We illustrate the approach on t.he Geneva
mechanism, which has two nominal degrees of freedom because the other ten are fixed by the
perfect fits between the wheel and the driver and their mounting shafts. We model play due
to imperfect fit with tolerance parameters that increase the variation of the t.wo-dimensional
spacc, rather than with a 12-dimensional space in which cach part has six degrees of freedom.
"VVc see several directions ror future work. We plan to test the pract.icality of kinematic
t.olerance analysis on industrial tolerancing tasks. We plan to automate more of the kinematic
tolerance analysis, such as measuring play, detecting possible qualitative changes in func-
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tion, and recognizing common failures. We plan to develop automated
kinematic tolerance synthesis methods based on our analysis tools.

OT

semi-automated
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